REDUCE TIME TO HIRE WITH AN
EMPLOYER BRANDED APPROACH

CASE STUDY - EMPLOYER BRANDED RECRUITMENT
IMPELLAM GROUP

BACKGROUND
75% of candidates will research your company’s reputation
before applying for your job opening, and businesses with a
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strong Employer Brand see :

- 50% more qualified applicants,
- a speed to hire that is 1-2x faster,

It’s essential that all businesses have a good employer
brand, to differentiate and attract, recruit, engage, and
retain the right people at the right time - this story
explores how Impellam specialist staffing brand,
Blue Arrow, used their sector expertise to perfectly
position a client’s employer brand to attract and
retain the right people for the job.

- 50% reduction in cost per hire.

With unemployment rates low in markets such as the UK, Europe
and the US, anyone generally looking for a job can get one, and
any talented person that you would like to hire is more than
likely already employed.

Candidates are more likely to be influenced by your company’s
brand. Get it wrong and the best talent won’t consider applying
to work for your business, while current staff are likely to search
for better opportunities - only 32% of people with temporary
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contracts feel a sense of belonging in the workplace.

With a deep understanding of our customers’ markets,
our brands can create and apply a bespoke composition
of the most effective marketing strategies and sourcing
channels that protect a customer’s brand and source the
best talent. Using digital sourcing and marketing
expertise, our brands can develop targeted and
customer-branded candidate attraction campaigns.
This case study also demonstrates how; by carefully
positioning your employer brand, you’re able to attract
the right candidates quickly, saving you time and money
to focus your resources on other activities that would
benefit your business.

THE CHALLENGE
One of the UK’s largest retail and commercial banks faced
the challenge of attracting, selecting and retaining
temporary employees for a high volume of different admin
and clerical roles across 27 branch locations, to meet the
high level of enquiries that this bank receives daily.

Writing clear and engaging job adverts to attract the
right candidates

Advertising job openings in the right places, at the
right time

The bank could only offer temporary contracts, so it was
necessary to partner with an agency that knew how to keep
candidates engaged and invested, despite not being offered

Creating interesting and engaging recruiting
content

permanent contracts upfront. To attract the right talent, the
bank needed to position its brand in the right way for it to be

Encouraging candidate engagement

considered as the employer of choice by the right candidates.
Besides defining and differentiating its brand, this bank required
specialist knowledge on the following:
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Building and nurturing the relationship with
potential candidates

Measuring the overall success of recruiting
campaigns

The bank needed a partner that understood the job
roles that they were looking to fill, and was able to
create and promote a relevant Employer Value
Proposition (EVP) to attract and retain the best
candidates compliantly, while reducing spend on
managing and governing their contingent workforce.
The bank chose to partner with specialist brand,
Blue Arrow, to leverage their specialist expertise
and 60-year heritage allowing them to focus their
time and resources on their core business.

OUR PROCESS
Selection process:

Extensive branch
network to reach our
candidates.

-

Pre-screen questionnaires

-

Testing

-

Competency-based interviews

-

Work reference checks

Blue Arrow helped create marketing content to best
promote the customer’s value proposition, knowing
exactly what type of content and terminology to use in
job adverts to attract the right candidates.

Not just any type of candidate was needed, but

At Impellam, our people understand the difference

regulated environment, be able to quickly learn and

between job descriptions and job adverts – whilst the job

understand any legal changes to remain compliant, and

description provided by the customer outlines the

reflect the brand values.

candidates with special skill-sets and good soft skills
to daily assist the bank’s customers. The candidates
needed to have high attention to detail to work in a

responsibilities, authority, complexity and working
conditions associated with the job, the associated job advert

Once onboarded, each role was managed through Blue

is a slightly different elevated version of the job description,

Arrow’s national account team to ensure candidates

and is used as marketing content to attract the right kind of

were continuously fulfilled and engaged in their work,

candidates.

delivering good work for the customer.
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Using the following channels, a widespread marketing
approach was required to recruit for up to 200 different
roles at any given time:

Blue Arrow
website

Aggregator
feeds

Facebook
advertising

Job boards

THE RESULTS
OVER 3,500
TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES RECRUITED

At peak, Blue Arrow had over 1,000 flexible call
centre employees. Blue Arrow’s compliance team
carried out compliance checks. They reduced the
turnaround time for vetting, especially during peak
where there have been more than 500 in process.

Using sector expertise and knowledge, Blue Arrow was
able to help carefully craft the employer proposition
in various job adverts to appeal to the type of

BLUE ARROW REDUCED
VETTING TURNAROUND
TIME FROM 6 WEEKS TO
ONLY 15 DAYS.

candidates that the customer was looking for,
enabling Blue Arrow to successfully attract, recruit
and engage over 3,500 flexible admin clerical
employees since the partnership started.

"The bank requests large numbers of contingent
workers with limited notice, and Blue Arrow
successfully meets the demands whilst ensuring the
rigorous pre-employment vetting is completed prior
to start."
- Customer Team

CONTACT US
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Blue Arrow specialises in staffing for Admin & Secretarial including Call Centre, Transport
& Logistics, Hospitality & Catering, Public Sector and Manufacturing & Production.
To see what other sectors Impellam brands operate in, visit www.impellam.com/our-brands
Contact us at services@impellam.com for us to help you with your employer branding
requirements.

